
Kitta Aleph Notices 

 

Can we please ask parents to remind anyone collecting the children from school not to peer 

through the windows or doors while they are waiting, as this is very distracting for the children 

whilst we are completing our end of the day routine.  Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Learning This Week 

This week we designed our own toy! We thought very 

carefully about whom our toy would be for and went to work 

at turning our designs into reality. It was a super fun and 

challenging opportunity to let our creativity flow and equally 

really consider the purpose of the toy we were creating. We 

planned the materials we were going to use and began our 

build. 

Literacy  

In Literacy this week, we learnt about verbs and 

adverbs. We were discovered how important a verb is 

and how using them can help us to build sentences. We 

identify verbs in sentences and even had a verb PE 

lesson, where we had to act out the action verb. Our PE 

lesson saw us ‘mowing’ the lawn and ‘flying’ through the 

air. This really helped us to consolidate and make 

memorable out learning. We used our verbs to introduce 

adverbs. The children were able to describe the verb with an adverb and recognise that most adverbs end in –

ly. We finished the week by exploring letters and we were very grateful to Abigail for bringing in her letter 

from The Queen. We used a variety of letters to identify the features of a letter and boxed up the main 

features of Albert Le Blanc’s letter to Sally. 

Maths 

In Maths this week, we started our unit on time. We created our own calendar, 

writing the months of the year chronologically. We included memorable dates and 

events that remind us the order of the months. We continued our theme of 

chronology by creating a visual timetable for our new friend Albert Le Blanc. Later 

in the week, we learnt to understand that time can be measured in minutes and 

seconds and challenged ourselves by trying to guess how long a minute lasts. We 

tested a series of activities within a given time, which helped us to understand 

time in a relatable way including counting how many times we could catch a beanbag 

within 20 seconds and how many times we could write our own name. We were surprised with our findings. We 

finished the week off by playing one of our favourite Maths Meeting games, “Ticka Ticka”.  The children 

became teachers in their pairs and asked their partner to read the time to either O’Clock or half past.  
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